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The White=breasted Water-hen.
Amaurornis phoenicums.—blanford, Faun. Brit*
Ind., Birds, Vol. IV, p. 173.
native names :—Dawak, Dahak, Dawk, Hind. ;
Kinati, Oudh ; Kurahi. in Sind; Kureyn, Gond ;
Boli-kodi, Telugu ; Tannin-koli, Kanung-koli9
Tamils of Ceylon ; Kdlu-gwet, Burmese.
This pretty bird is our commonest member of the family,
taking the place of the Moorhen at home ; it is at once re-
cognizable by its very striking colour, slaty-black above
and pure white below and on the forehead, with the stern
chestnut. The bill is yellowish-green, red at the base and
on the small shield, and the legs are yellow. The sexes
are alike, but young birds are brown above and have the
white parts clouded with dark edgings to the feathers. The
length is about a foot, with the wing about half that, and
the shank two and a half inches.
This bird is found almost all over the Empire, and is a
familiar species, often found near houses, where it will even
come for food if grain be thrown out; in this and other habits
it is much like the Moorhen in England, but does not
swim so much. It breeds regularly in a wild state in the
Calcutta Zoological Gardens, where the funny little black
young may often be seen. It breeds from May to Septem-
ber, and builds higher than most Rails, usually on reeds
and bushes ; an instance has been recorded of its breeding
in a palmtree, when it ran up the trunk like a ladder-
It has a most extraordinary note, very loud for its
size, almost amounting to a roar at times; indeed Mr.
Aitken credits it with emitting noises such as might be
expected to be produced by a bear if roasted alive
before a slow fire ! It must not be imagined, however,
that it is an unpleasant bird to have about, for I never

